Devices are rapidly proliferating in healthcare organizations. Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a widely accepted approach to ensure those devices are in the right hands and can only access data the user is allowed to.

Single sign-on improves productivity and the ability to on-board new applications. Oxford Computer Group (OCG) has a long track record of successful on-premises and cloud-based implementation services. OCG is the enterprise identity and mobility expert.

We make technology work for you

OCG has been active in the healthcare vertical since launching our identity services in 2003. Our Forefront Identity Manager 2010 R2 (FIM) and Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM) services allow our customers to integrate identities with healthcare applications. Our work deploying MFA addresses regulatory requirements around patient data.

We have helped many of our healthcare customers with Azure Active Directory deployments and we have moved swiftly to integrate device management services into our offerings. Our offerings include:

- Azure Active Directory deployments and Office 365 integrations and migrations
- Identity Management design and implementation using FIM/MIM for account provisioning and de-provisioning
- Single Sign-On and Multi-Factor Authentication
- Integration with healthcare SaaS applications such as McKesson, Cerner, and Epic
- Mobile device strategies, deployment, and management using Intune
- Data security design and deployment using Azure RMS

Some recent OCG engagements in healthcare include:

**Multi-billion US-based surgical services company in 40+ facilities**
- Implemented Identity Management
- FIM and FIM portal to support HIPAA compliance
- Integrated user account provisioning for Office 365

**Worldwide multi-billion medical devices company**
- Automated account provisioning for contractors
- Replacing the paper-based compliance system that supported the contractors with automated system
- Future phases to use AADP and MFA to support B2B relationships

**$7B healthcare provider system with more than 900 locations and 60,000 staff**
- Compliance driven MFA for all users logging on to email
- MFA for Office 365 kiosk-based users
- Next phase to provide Azure MFA company-wide

**Multi-billion US healthcare provider with facilities and partners throughout the US**
- MFA compliance driven deployment after phishing attacks on one of their partners
- MFA deployment driven by acquisition activity
- MFA for remote access driven by federal requirements

**Multi-billion US-wide senior services**
- B2B identity management to better automate systems with partners
“There is no partner in the world my team works more closely with than Oxford Computer Group.”

Alex Simons, Director of Program Management, Active Directory, Microsoft

How we do it

Technology


Our knowledge of these technologies is such that we can configure them to work alongside customers’ existing infrastructure, including legacy systems.

Our expertise

Our people combine bright, technical and business brains with a wealth of experience. Our team have industry-standard qualifications and are recognized as experts in our field.

We work closely with the Microsoft Product Groups and test Microsoft products for Microsoft before they go to market. We sit on panels that develop technical roadmaps and participate in Rapid Deployment Programs.

Our approach

We care about our customers’ projects because once we’re on board, it’s our project, too. We listen carefully to understand precisely what it is our customers need to achieve.

Our can-do attitude, personal service and 100% commitment means that working closely together, we can define the problem and find the solution.

We are a safe pair of hands.

Our reputation

OCG is trusted all over the world for our no-nonsense approach to complex IT problems. It’s all very well us telling you how good we are, but so much better if you can see what our customers and partners say about us.

Check out oxfordcomputergroup.com for customer testimonials, case studies and endorsements.

About Oxford Computer Group

In the IT world, change is a given. Moving to the cloud, enabling devices, rolling out applications – whatever organizations are doing – they must ensure that the right people access the right corporate data from the devices and locations that they choose.

That’s where we come in: helping our customers stay in control with identity management, device management and information protection.

Call us today

+1 877 862 1617

Keeping IT simple is a complex business. Let us help you stay in control